
Chromatic Fingering Chart for Trumpet
including all possible fingerings for every note (except pedal tones)

and fully extend slides

To fully understand this chart, it is important that you read the information on page 2.

 Pressed
Released

Using your right hand:
Index finger
Middle finger
Ring finger

Any note from 
here on can 

theoretically be 
played with any 

fingering.. 

F F # G♭ GG♭ F # A♭ A A # B♭

B C C # D♭ D D # E♭ E F

F # G♭ G G # A♭ A A # B♭ B C

C # D♭ D D # E♭ E F F # G♭ G

G # A♭ A A # B♭ B C C # D♭ D

D # E♭ E F F # G♭ G
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Check out page 
2 for important 

information 
about trumpet 

fingerings!



Important information about trumpet fingerings!

       You have probably noticed: there are a lot of notes that use the same fingering, and many notes 
have several fingerings that can be used! The trumpet has only 3 valves, and these valves can produce 
approximately 7 different lengths of tubing. Changing the length of your instrument is one of the primary 
ways to change notes, but you can also play many notes using the exact same length of tubing. See 
page 3 (The Overtone Series) for more information about that! When your lips vibrate at different 
frequencies (speeds of vibration), you are able to play many different notes without even changing what 
valves are pressed. We can change the length of our instruments by pressing down different valves. 
When we press down a valve, we allow the air to pass through the slide connected to that valve. This 
makes the length of tubing that we are blowing through longer. A longer tube (without a change in lip 
vibration) will create a lower note. We can also change the length of our instrument by adjusting the 
position of our slides. This is very important for playing in tune!
       Imagine you are playing a note without any valves pressed. Now press and hold your 2nd valve while 
trying to play the same note you were just playing. What is the result? You will now play a note that is 
one half-step lower than the previous note. Want to play one more half-step lower? Release the 2nd 
valve, and press the 1st valve alone. Now you are playing one whole-step lower than the first note. This 
chart explains the adjustment in the length of tubing that each valve combination makes relative to the 
open fingering:

OR

down a half step

down a whole step

down a whole step + a half step

down 2 whole steps

down 2 whole steps + a half step

down 3 whole steps

To help yourself hear half and whole steps, try playing them on a piano.

With so many fingerings, what is the best choice?
The fingerings in the chart on page 1 are listed from most preferred to least preferred. If you are in 
doubt, use the first fingering in the list. In general, the fingering that has the shortest length of trumpet 
tubing is preferred. However, the most important thing for any note on the trumpet is that it is played 
with a great sound and played in tune. All trumpets have slightly different tendencies when it comes to 
intonation and sound, so be creative and don't be afraid to experiment to find what works best on your 
instrument. Be a smart trumpet player who is willing to figure things out!
Check out page 3 for the Overtone Series Fingering Chart!
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Overtone Series Fingering Chart
 

Without going into to too much depth here... it is important to understand that on any brass instrument, many notes can be played 
with the exact same fingering according to a pattern known as the overtone series or the harmonic series. This pattern of notes is 

the same for each fingering but is transposed according to the length of instrument that corresponds to each fingering. Don't 
worry if you can't play the lowest note for now. It is the fundamental note, but it can be very difficult to play. Furthermore, don't 
worry about the highest notes yet, either. Practice playing the notes of each series in order backwards and forwards to better 

understand how your trumpet functions!
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See page 4 for a complete listing of the enharmonic spellings of every note.



All Possible Enharmonic Spellings
As you have already noticed, sometimes the same pitch can be written more than one way in music. For example, an F-sharp can 
also be written as a G-flat. There are good reasons for this, but for now it is just important that you can identify the notes that are 

the same pitch and how to read, write, and play them. In this chart, we will introduce double sharps and double flats. Double 
sharp notes are modified by a symbol that looks like an "x". Double flat notes are modified with a symbol that looks like two flat 

signs side-by-side. As an example, G-double-sharp is one half-step higher than G-sharp, and D-double-flat is one half-step lower 
than D-flat. A double sharp or double flat will raise or lower the pitch by two half-steps. Consult this chart along with pages 1 and 

2 if you are not sure how to finger an unfamiliar note.
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